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Abstract. Cardiac motion contains information underlying disease de-
velopment, and complements the anatomical information extracted for
each subject. However, normalization of temporal trajectories is neces-
sary due to anatomical differences between subjects. In this study, we
encode inter-subject shape variations and temporal deformations in a
common space of diffeomorphic registration. They are parameterized by
stationary velocity fields. Previous normalization algorithms applied in
medical imaging were first order approximations of parallel transport. In
contrast, pole ladder was recently shown to be a third order scheme in
general affine connection spaces and exact in one step in affine symmetric
spaces. We further improve this procedure with a more symmetric map-
ping scheme, which relies on geodesic symmetries around mid-points. We
apply the method to analyze cardiac motion among pulmonary hyperten-
sion populations. Evaluation is performed on a 4D cardiac database, with
meshes of the right-ventricle obtained by commercial speckle-tracking
from echo-cardiogram. We assess the stability of the algorithms by com-
puting their numerical inverse error. Our method turns out to be very
accurate and efficient in terms of compactness for subspace representa-
tion.

1 Introduction

Analyzing cardiac function, notably myocardial deformation along cardiac cy-
cle, can reveal subtle changes underlying disease development, and therefore
improve risk stratification for patients. However, temporal deformations (cycli-
cal or longitudinal) are complex due to subject-specific anatomy. Normalization
of these trajectories into a common reference frame is an essential prerequisite
in statistical analysis [4, 1].

Nevertheless, it is a challenging task to construct a robust method for the
normalization of temporal deformations, both theoretically and numerically. In
cardiac imaging, the first step often includes segmenting the region of interest
from the images, which generates its surface or volume as results. Then, to model
the deformation between two shapes, depending on properties of the shapes,
different non-rigid registration algorithms may be suitable in specific scenario.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of parallel transport of vectors a and b along a curve (left) and its
application to cardiac imaging (right) with a focus on surfaces.

We choose to place our method in a space of diffeomorphic transformations.
In particular, diffeomorphism provides invertible and folding-free registration
results, which enables a symmetric encoding of deformation trajectories.

Given that diffeomorphisms are parameterized via flow of velocity fields, here
stationary velocity field (SVF) [13], their normalization requires vector-based
transport. In differential geometry, parallel transport specifies how to realize an
infinitesimal transformation (a tangent vector) along a curve from one point to
another of a manifold, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The concept was introduced in
medical imaging by [14] and used for neuroimaging studies in [11]. To apply it
to cardiac sequences, we need to:

– Parameterize the temporal deformations Φti from the subject-specific shape
S at baseline to its shape S′ti at time ti by SVF vti ; this step amounts to
computing the logarithm of the deformations such that Φti = exp(vti), or to
register S to S′ti .

– Transfer these SVFs along the inter-subject deformation geodesic ΦS from
the space of S to a common geometry T , often called a template.

These steps lead to a representation of all the subject-specific deformations as
infinitesimal deformations of the same anatomy. We can thus perform proper
population comparison in terms of shape evolution along the cardiac cycle, as
shown in Fig. 1(b).

Despite the fact that the definition of logarithm may be well developed in
theory, implementations of its computation could be unstable due to numerical
inconsistency. While computing registration/geodesics, the logarithms of surface
deformations are only sparsely defined in the space (on the shape), which differs
from image deformations. Careful numerical implementation of parallel transport
algorithm is also needed.

Parallel transport methods in medical image analysis are currently based on
ladders (like Schild’s and pole ladders [6, 7]) or on variations of Jacobi Fields
[14, 8]. These methods are first order approximation schemes which need to be
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Algorithm 1 Pole ladder transport of the vector u along the geodesic [S, T ]

- Compute the midpoint M = expS( 1
2

logS(T )) on the intersubject geodesic;
- Compute the geodesic form the endpoint S′ = expS(u) of the temporal geodesic
segment to the midpoint M , and shoot twice to get the inverse endpoint: T ′′ =
expS′(2 logS′(M));
- Return the vector trans(u) = − logT (T ′′) and then apply it to T : T ′ =
expT (trans(u)).

iterated along the curve. In contrast, pole ladder was recently discovered to be of
third order in general affine connection spaces [10], which makes it a very attrac-
tive method to implement. In order to further improve the symmetry and thus
the numerical stability with respect to the implementation of [7], our method
relies on the definition of middle point and geodesic symmetry.

2 Methodology

2.1 Pole Ladder

Pole ladder is based on using the curve as the diagonal of the geodesic par-
allelogram to realize parallel transport (see Fig 2 and Algo. 1). Let u be the
initial tangent vector to the geodesic segment that encodes the temporal de-
formation expS(tu) (t ∈ [0, 1]). Originally, pole ladder computes a midpoint on
the geodesic [S, T ] and expands twice the geodesic form the endpoint S′ to the
midpoint to obtain the point T ′′. In this paper, we propose to reformulate the
doubling of the geodesics with a mid-point geodesic symmetry (Algo. 2). The
mid-point M of a geodesic segment [S, T ] is defined as M = γ[S,T ](

1
2 ). The map-

pings from M towards the two sides meet the definition of a geodesic symmetry:
γ[M,S](t) = −γ[M,T ](t). Although this novel version of pole ladder is theoretically
equivalent to the previous one, it is numerically more stable in our experiments.
This may be emphasized by the fact that in medical imaging we are encoding
tangent vectors with infinitesimal deformations and that changing the object
which is deformed may have a drastic numerical impact.

2.2 Numerical Accuracy

Recent mathematical developments have enabled the numerical analysis of pole
ladder in affine connection spaces with symmetric connections [10]. In Lie groups,

Algorithm 2 Mid-point symmetric pole ladder transport of the geodesic seg-
ment [S, S′] along the geodesic [S, T ]

- Compute the midpoint M = γ[S,T ](
1
2
) on the intersubject geodesic;

- Compute the symmetric point T ′′ = expM (− logM (S′)) of S′ with respect to M ;
- Compute the symmetric point T ′ = expT (− logT (T ′′)) of T ′′ with respect to T , and
return the geodesic segment [T, T ′].
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Fig. 2. The symmetry-based pole ladder structure.

the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula provides an expansion of the com-
position of two group exponentials in the Lie algebra: BCH(v, u) = log(exp(v)◦
exp(u)). This formula has been thoroughly used in registration algorithms [2].
In general affine connection manifolds, a somewhat similar formula can be es-
tablished based on the curvature instead of the Lie bracket [5]. The double
exponential expx(v, u) = expy(Πy

xu) corresponds to a first geodesic shooting
from the point x along the vector v, followed by a second geodesic shooting from
y = expx(v) along the parallel transport Πy

xu of the vector u. [5] has shown that
the Taylor expansion of the log of this endpoint hx(v, u) = logx(expx(v, u)) is:

hx(v, u) =v + u+
1

6
R(u, v)v +

1

3
R(v, u)u+

1

12
∇vR(u, v)v +

1

24
(∇uR)(u, v)v

+
5

24
(∇vR)(u, v)u+

1

12
(∇uR)(u, v)u+O(‖u+ v‖5).

When applied to our reformulation of pole ladder using geodesic symmetry,
we find that the error on one step of pole ladder to transport the vector u along a
geodesic segment of tangent vector [S, T ] = [expM (−v), expM (v)] (all quantities
being parallel translated at the mid-point M) is:

ΠM
T trans(u)−ΠM

S u =
1

12
((∇vR)(u, v)(5u− 2v) + (∇uR)(u, v)(v − 2u))+O(‖v+u‖5).

We see here that one single step of pole ladder is of order three, thus much
more accurate than the other first order parallel transport schemes. Moreover,
the fourth order error term vanishes in affine symmetric spaces since the cur-
vature is covariantly constant in these spaces. In fact, one can actually prove
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that all error terms vanish in a convex normal neighborhood of an affine connec-
tion space: one step of pole ladder realizes an exact parallel transport (provided
that geodesics and mid-points are computed exactly of course) [10]. This result
makes pole ladder a very attractive scheme. In particular, Lie groups have a
canonical symmetric space structure thanks to the symmetry sg(h) = gh−1g for
any elements g, h of the Lie group. This is an affine structure which is generally
not metric. The symmetry generates a canonical connection which is exactly the
symmetric Cartan-Schouten connection. Since the geodesics of this connection
going through identity are parameterized the flow of SVFs, we can conclude that
pole ladder on SVFs is exact, at least theoretically.

2.3 SVF-Based Transport

In practice, we consider sparse point-to-point correspondences between two shapes
(established here with the commercial speckle-tracking software) to compute dif-
feomorphic transformation. Thus, here the solution for the log is not unique and
needs to be spatially regularized. Following [12], the sparse displacement field
on the mesh vertices is interpolated to a dense image grid using with a standard
thin-plate spline (TPS) kernel (stiffness of zero) [3]. The TPS fits the smooth
surfaces and resistance in myocardial contraction. Then, a symmetric iterative
procedure computes explicitly a SVF from the displacement field using BCH
formula. The result gives a smooth SVF that linearly extends outside the grid
borders.

The SVFs for temporal and intrasubject transformations are then used to
compute the transported SVF to the template space using our symmetric pole
ladder transport. In this context, we hypothesize that cardiac shape variations
and temporal deformations can be efficiently modeled in a space of diffeomorphic
transformations. The detailed shape variability that is lost during registration
process will be transported. That is the reason why we report fiducial localisation
error due to shape registration in Sec 3.

2.4 Benchmark Transport Algorithm

Simple transport, conjugate action, which has been tested for cardiac motion
analysis [4, 1], serves as a benchmark. The conjugate action of two transforma-
tions is defined as ConjΦs

(Φt) = ΦsΦtΦ
−1
s . Numerically, it can be computed

as the solution of exp(trans(vt)) = exp(vs) exp(vt) exp(−vs) in the SVF setting
using iterated BCH formulas.

3 Experiments

3.1 Materials

We assess our methods on a 4D cardiac database of right-ventricular (RV)
meshes. The population includes 34 healthy subjects, and 104 subjects with
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Table 1. Numerical consistency of parallel transports. Fiducial localisation error due
to shape registration (left) and to forward/backward transport (right) (µ± σ in mm).

Registration error (FLE)

SVF

0.15 ± 0.15

Inverse Transport

Pole ladder SVF Conjugate SVF

0.12 ± 0.10 0.22 ± 0.12

pulmonary hypertension, which are divided into three classes according to the
severity of the disease (New York Heart Association - NYHA, classes II, III and
IV). The motion of the myocardium was given by point-to-point correspondences
from commercial speckle-tracking of the RV from 3D trans-thoracic echocardio-
graphy (by 4D RV Function 2.0 software, TomTec Imaging Systems GmbH,
Germany). For the acquisition of images, please refer to [9].

3.2 Template Estimation and Registration

The meshes were spatially aligned at baseline time, end-diastole (ED), using
rigid deformations with the iterative closest point algorithm. Then for meshes of
different instants but belonging to one subject, we preserved their relative posi-
tion between cardiac sequences by applying to them the same rigid deformation.
A template was built at baseline time ED as a mean shape in the healthy group
using point distribution model.

Then we compute the deformation from each subject’s shape at ED towards
the template. The middle point on this geodesic serves as the midpoint for the
two symmetric mappings in pole ladder to transport temporal deformations,
[M,S′], [M,T ′′] and [T, T ′′], [T, T ′], as shown in Fig 2. The computation of SVFs
is implemented in C++.

3.3 Consistency

Inverse consistency was tested by transporting the velocity field corresponding
to the end-diastole-end-systole (ED-ES) deformation forward along the geodesic
encoding the subject-specific RV shape changes with respect to the template at
ED, and then backward along the reverse geodesic. If the numerical implementa-
tion is accurate, the result of the inverse transport should be exactly the original
vector.

Consistency was quantified by the error between the final warped end-systole
(ES) shape and the original subject’s ES shape (Table 1). The errors should be
compared to the mismatch of each registration method (fiducial localisation error
of vertices). We can see that SVF pole ladder transport was very consistent.

3.4 Application to the Statistical Modeling of Cardiac Deformation

In this subsection, we model ED-ES deformation in the whole subgroup of
healthy subjects using parallel transports. Similar to the first step described
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Fig. 3. Fist two modes of variation after applying PCA on the transported ED-ES
changes, for the healthy subgroup. Comparison of point-to-point (top) and pole ladder
with SVF (bottom). Surface folds appear at the arrow.

in the previous experiments, we transported the velocity fields associated to
each subject’s ED-ES changes to the template at ED. Then, we applied princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) on the transported velocity fields, and warped
the template with resulting principal components to show the main modes of
deformation among this subgroup. We also compared this with the PCA modes
obtained from the point-to-point ED-ES displacement.

Table 2. Compactness of the representations

Explained variations 85% 95% 98%

Displacement 6 11 16

Pole ladder SVF 7 10 14

The first mode from point-to-
point displacement accounts for the
elongation (no relative displacement
of the two valves), the second ac-
counts for the vertical displacement
and a slight orientation of the tri-
cuspid valve. The first two modes
from the pole ladder with SVF are
mainly related to the orientation
and the relative position of the tri-
cuspid valve and the pulmonary valve. Figure 3 summarizes these results for
the point-to-point displacement and pole ladder with SVF. We compared the
compactness of the representations (Table 2) and found pole ladder with SVF a
very good explanation.
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3.5 Limitations

Cardiac motion tracking establishes point-to-point correspondences between mesh
vertices, available here to benchmark our method. For databases that do not
have such correspondence, one option is to register the segmented surfaces to
the template, with the framework of currents or varifold-based deformation,
which provide elegant mathematical approaches to match surfaces and estab-
lish point-to-point correspondence. The limitation of the method notably lays
in registration accuracy, but this is compensated by the stability and one-step
transport structure of the algorithm.

4 Conclusion

We proposed a general scheme to perform statistical modeling of the temporal
deformation of the heart, directly based on meshes. The extensions of the pole
ladder for parallel transport to mesh deformations were stable and accurate,
of importance for the assessment of pathological changes. They also provided
a more compact and interpretable representation that is useful for statistical
modeling, and prevented surface folds in the range of population variability.

The method is adaptable to other anatomies with temporal or longitudinal
data. Perspectives notably include synthetic experiments; the possibility to sim-
ulate physiologically-realistic motion on a given subject’s anatomy, of relevance
to better understand shape and motion interactions, or inversely to generate
template sequences derived from populations, to be used for physiological mod-
eling.
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